Linkage of a tumor immune function and cell cycle de-regulation via a gene regulatory network subcircuit.
Gene regulatory network (GRN) subcircuits have been described for cell fate progressions in animal development. The hallmark of these subcircuits is the integration of promoters, and positive- and negative-acting promoter binding proteins, such that an alteration in function of any one member of the defined subcircuit, occurring with a change in cell fate, defines a change in status for all other members of the subcircuit. Here we describe a GRN subcircuit that links a tumor immune function with cell cycle de-regulation. All members of this subcircuit have a predictable status change in response to rescue of the growth-controlled phenotype. Given the similarities between the molecular mechanisms underlying cell status changes in tumorigenesis and development, application of GRN paradigms to tumor progression is particularly apt and offers the hope of providing a more concise, reliable, and therapeutically useful series of predictions linking gene regulation and tumor progression.